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Verb []. secret (third-person singular simple present secrets, present participle (UK) secretting or (US)
secreting, simple past and past participle (UK) secretted or (US) secreted) To make or keep secret[from late
16th c.] 1984, Peter Scott Lawrence, Around the mulberry tree, Firefly Books, p. 26 [...] she would unfold the
silk, press it with a smooth wooden block that she'd heated in the ...
secret - Wiktionary
The Secret Speech is the second novel in a trilogy by British author Tom Rob Smith; it was released in April
2009.The book features a repeat appearance of Leo Stepanovich Demidov, the protagonist of Smith's first
book, Child 44 (2008). The Secret Speech is a further exploration of the Soviet Union Joseph Stalin created.
The third novel in the trilogy, Agent 6, was published in 2011.
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